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a game master may challenge players to solve a challenge such as a math problem before they
unlock a door. he or she may also ask players to solve a puzzle such as a number puzzle. players may
see a list of numbers and must match it with a previously discovered number. the simplest examples
of these puzzles are sudoku puzzles. players may also need to work out how to use numbers within
patterns and images. this may involve working out how to unlock a door, or how to escape from a
room. you are locked in a room with up to 6 other people. they have 60 minutes to escape. each

person is given a packet of clues and you can work together to solve them. each person has a time
limit to escape. the host will tell you which clue to use for the next number. you must solve it, then

move on to the next. you may work together to solve the clues. if you all use the same solution, then
you can work together to solve the next number. but if you use different solutions, then the host will

give you the next clue. remember, only a 50% success rate will get you out of this room. panic room 2
is a real time game. the bomb will detonate at 3:00pm, after 45 minutes of being locked in the room.
you have 45 minutes to defuse the bomb. once the bomb goes off, there is no way to escape. if you
try to open the door, the bomb will detonate and kill you. we have been considering doing the ww2

project and just playing the game to tie in with the project. have you used the panic room 2 with your
students? is it a good way to teach or learn? has it been effective? hi shona, thanks for your question.
i have not used panic room 2 with my students. i will definitely be looking into this. this looks like an

interesting game and one that i will check out. do you have any other suggestions that you would
recommend?
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After i print out the template in a color setting of my choice, I cut the template into individual boxes to
fit the puzzle print out. Then I cut the puzzle pieces in the same color as the template. I used

cardboard and a fine tip marker to write on and seal the pieces, so I wouldnt have to worry about
them rolling off the table. I also included the laser solution so that nobody would have to ever do work

again :) all I had to do was get the stars, sequence, and codes printed on my laser printer at work.
Everything else was done by following the instructions. I was amazed at how well this game worked. I
was able to write up the clues without any problem. After the kids solved the puzzle, I reset the locks
and they were ready to go! I tried this game for the first time in 25 years and was surprised to find it

had not changed. I still enjoy a good escape room puzzle as much as I did back then. Thanks for
creating this fun game. I would recommend this for any age and even as an activity for small groups
or a class. I actually can't wait to get my next puzzle started! I did this escape room for my sons (I
have two the same age) birthday party.they were turning 11. I didnt have enough room for all 11

guests to play together, plus I thought some kids would get bored if they werent all doing something,
so I split up the game into two rooms. In one room I had all the blueprint clues. In the other room I

had all the security alarm clues. I sent one team to each roomonce they accomplished the goal of that
room, they all came to the kitchen for pizza while I reset the rooms. When I reset them, I added the
additional clues they would need for the lock to both rooms. Then the boys switched rooms and kept

playing until they escaped. I timed each team in each room and added the times together to
determine the winner. It was SO fun! If I could do it again, I would hide the clues in easier places.it
took the boys longer to escape than I expected (I did give lots of little hints). They really didnt tear
apart the room like I thought they would. Your files and instructions were SO organized and easy to

follow. I plan on doing this escape room again with the teenagers from our church and I definitely plan
on checking out your other rooms as well. Thank you for a fantastic product! 5ec8ef588b
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